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1.

INT. PAN-GEN LABORATORY FACILITIES - DAY
Scientists and lab techs cautiously eye the mixed bag of
VIPs who are led past them to a large glass walled
conference room. As the door closes MAX ABRAZIAN presses
a laptop keyboard. A large screen on the wall behind him
lights up from a projector.
MAX
Gentlemen, take a seat please.
Max looks out at the group and notices a few women.
And ladies.

MAX (CONT’D)

He grabs a digital pointer and focuses the red pin-point
on a section of the image. The shapes appear to be
cellular in nature.
MAX (CONT’D)
The good news is that we believe we’ve
identified the agent.
A voice rings out.
THAD
If you have any information on the source
of this we’re going to need to speak with
you privately.
MAX
I’m sorry. You’re, uh, who?
THAD
Thad Newell. Local Division Chief, FBI.
Until it’s determined otherwise, this is
still a national issue, meaning any
individual who -POXY
Not that kind of agent, Thad. Sorry, Doc am I off here? You’re speaking of
something like a drug, or nerve agent,
right?
MAX
Well, yes and no, Miss…?
POXY
Carmichael. Poxy Carmichael. NSA.
Really?

THAD
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POXY
Fuck off. At least I have the excuse of
immigrant parents who loved shitty
movies. What’s your excuse, Thad?
MAX
Okay. Umm -- so -- moving forward. An
agent to us is not a person. Not to say
that you… agents aren’t people. Sorry.
I’m not used to speaking before so large
a group. Of. Adults.
A comforting voice comes from the back of the room.
RANDALL
You’re doing fine, Doc.
Max tries to see the source of the voice but from the
glare of the projector he can only see a tall silhouette
standing in the back of the room.
RANDALL (CONT’D)
Just treat us like first year students
forced to take a class that doesn’t make
much sense to us.
The words appear to connect with Max as he starts to find
his footing.
MAX
Yes. Well, so -- to us an agent is
anything that causes a change in the host
organism. Too much sugar in your coffee,
or too much coffee in your sugar,
depending on how, you, take, it, can, for
example cause the host organism, say, a
graduate student, to suffer from a marked
inability to focus as well as disrupted
sleep cycles.
A world-weary voice cuts Max off. It’s FRANK DALE, whose
outfit marks him as a bigwig with the armed forces.
DALE
We’ve all had our share of long nights,
Doc. I’m hoping this won’t be another
one. Do you have something we can act on?
MAX
Yes. No. Yes, we -- we believe we have
identified the agent. But, no -- we…
well, frankly we don’t have any idea how
to deal with it.
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A small, stern, grim man, SLOTKO, interjects.
SLOTKO
You do understand that based on the
people in this room you are not limited
to the abilities of your current staff.
Any, and I do mean any, facility can and
will be pressed into service to help you.
Public or private. You tell us who you
need and it will happen. From the CDC to
Betty Crocker’s Kitchen.
A dark low twitter of laughter from the VIPs.
MAX
Well, that’s actually not so very far off
I’m afraid.
DALE
What’re you saying, Doc? A dozen cupcakes
is gonna fix this thing?
MAX
Umm, well, uh, Commander -General.

DALE

MAX
Sorry -- General. What I mean to say is
we believe that the agent in question was
introduced into its hosts via a food
source.
POXY
So they were poisoned.
MAX
Honestly I’m not sure if we can even use
that term.
SLOTKO
Doctor. It’s quite simple. If you put
something in someone’s food -- be it
sugar or cyanide -- you are poisoning
them. So what is the problem here? You
can’t determine the specific compound
that’s been introduced?
MAX
That’s just it, sir. It’s not a compound.
It’s a… well, we believe -- it’s a robot.
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INT. PAN-GEN LABORATORY FACILITIES - LATER
DALE
So you’re telling us a robot is
responsible for people killing each other
over fender-benders. And that the people
ate this robot. But they didn’t know it.
(loud) They didn’t know they ate a
fucking robot?!?
MAX
Actually, General, they didn’t know they
ate potentially thousands of robots.
POXY
You’re gonna need to get a little more
specific here, Doc.
MAX
The robots are not, of course, what we
normally imagine when we use that term.
POXY
Yeah, I’m pretty sure that’s a given.
MAX
But in terms of functionality the, well
the agent in question appears to meet our
standard definition of a robot. It
doesn’t occur in the natural world. That
is, it’s manufactured. It is designed to
react to commands. And based on the
specifics of those commands it will
produce a pre-determined response.
DALE
And we eat these things?
MAX
Well, potentially. We can’t be sure yet,
but our current theory is that the
primary source of these agents is East
Asian based food products.
China?
Yes.

POXY
MAX

DALE
Oh, please tell me you got North Korea
under your microscope slide as well, Doc.
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MAX
I… I’m afraid that’s not something we can
confirm. Not at this time.
POXY
Sorry, General. I guess spending all
their money on nukes didn’t leave a whole
lot in the budget to make any actual
food.
SLOTKO
Not that this is food we’re speaking of.
MAX
But, actually it is. And that’s the
problem. The robots -- it would probably
be easier to think of them as microchips well - let’s call them “nanochips” to
help you get a better idea - they are so
small that they can be introduced at
almost any point in the food chain. And
they seem to survive the transition from
one organism to another.
POXY
Some details here might help, Doc.
MAX
Of course. Imagine, instead of a
microchip, or nanochip, we’re talking
about a drop of food color. Now…
Max opens a nearby lunch box. It’s a vintage metal one
from the 70’s. He pulls out a pill jar, opens it and
shakes out a pill which he holds up.
MAX (CONT’D)
I could simply put the drop of food color
on this Vitamin C tablet and when the end
user takes the pill they will also be
ingesting the food color I stained it
with.
SLOTKO
Seventy percent of our OTC vitamins and
minerals are produced in the near and far
East.
A look of sudden concern sweeps across many of the VIP’s
faces.
MAX
But what if you don’t happen to take
vitamin pills?
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POXY
(sotto)
Well, I certainly won’t now.
MAX
But you eat fish. Well, all I have to do
is put a drop of my food coloring on the
pellets that I feed to the salmon in my
fish farm. Now that agent, that food
coloring, is taken up in the muscles of
the fish. And when you eat the fish…
POXY
You eat the motherfucking robot.
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